






Song JuiceOne of my favorite experiences while on tour is 
when I first walk into soundcheck. We have a policy that by the time I 
get there the band has done their soundcheck and are ready to play. 
Before we do our final tweaks for the house sound and monitors, I 
walk in and my guitar is sitting on a stand plugged in and ready to go. 
I pick it up and just start playing and the band follows and we record 
whatever happens. I usually have no idea what’s going to come out. 
Sometimes it’s a mess but many times cool things happen. Usually 
these jams go on and on and on. Eh... they’re jams.  After massive 
editing this one came in at around 7:18.

On this particular day I just started playing these chord 
changes and the band followed. It evolved a bit as we jammed 
and eventually the form of the song took shape. We try to do 
this at soundcheck before every show so you can imagine 
how many pieces there are lying on the “Infinity Shelf.”

Sometimes it’s years before I get a chance to unearth these 
little jewels and when I hear them, I can’t even remember the 
jam itself.  The track feels like an old friend I knew for a short 
period when I was younger.  This friend brought something 
valuable into my life but was long forgotten until a photograph 
of him/her lit up a nostalgic glow within.

When I found this track I did just that: I lit up. I used the 
track for a while to jam to in the studio and decided to build
 a song out of it. I revived the song in the Harmony Hut in 
March 2010 by editing the track, writing lyrics and recording 
various sound FX.

I had given the song the tentative title of “Flying Over the Stars” 
because of its subtle, racing undercurrent and the ethereal quality of the 
chord changes.

When it came time to do the solo I wanted to play things I had never 
played before so I really took my time and built this solo idea by idea. 
I set out making sure that virtually every riff had some kind of variation 
to what I might normally play. For instance, this is the first time I pulled 
and bent octaves with the whammy bar into workable and diatonic 
target notes, or used fast picking on the fret just above the notes being 
fretted. For me, discovering new riff concepts like this is what it’s all 
about. It’s the most fulfilling aspect of being a musician.

Although I always seem to have great dreams, this particular 
type of dream was a very vivid kind and would have in 

it grandiose scenes of crystal clear planetary closeness. 
It’s hard to explain obviously. The scenes were usually from 

Earth’s orbit and the stars and planets were very bright, 
colorful, huge, and close. Standing out in front of all of it was 

       our moon. It was the closest and most vivid image. Every detail 
could be made out. It radiated an enormous vibration of well-being, 
goodness, and pure contentment.

When this moon was shining on me I was in a mental state of bliss, 
gratitude, and ecstasy. This pure state of euphoria would take away 
all mental angst. Elements of this feeling would stay with me for a 
few days and help to lift me out of the muck-and-mire I was in at 
the time. The lyrics are written about this moon.

Steve Vai 
Saturday,  April 10th,  2010

In all of this riffing, I would keep at the forefront in my mind the 
intimate feeling of the scene created by the story of the song. 
I would try to make sure that all of the final riffs sounded like 
enjoyable pieces of music in their own little worlds.

I find that if you get forensic with an idea you will uncover a world 
of uniqueness and then those ideas can be worked into your 
technique to be instinctual. When the execution of those new 
ideas is solid, they can be used as the foundation for other building 
blocks to be formed on top of them.  And thus we expand the 
Universe.

When I was 20-21 years old I went through a very deep kind 
of depression. It was a dark night of the soul, so to speak. 
One of  the great reliefs I would get would come to me 
in a  particular type of dream that I would have perhaps 

                once every 3-4 months or so.

Usually these dreams came when I was at the lowest 
point imaginable. I don’t put a lot of credibility in dreams. 

I don’t analyze them or try to figure out what they mean to 
me in my life. I see them as just mental entertainment while 

    I sleep.
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Lyrics

There is a love affair between the Moon and I 
We skate the Milky Way in a forever sky 
And all the stars crash like waves beneath our feet 
And time could never find us as we slip beneath 
Nova sheets.

Down below you command the oceans’ tides 
But you spin alone in a prison of gravity 
Magnetic soul casts a spell so enchanting 
Behind my eyes I search in my galaxy

Come to me 
Show me how you glow 
We’ll escape to the other side of space 
Where forever and never and all that’s unknown 
is known

“The Moon and I” (7:15)
Written by:!Steve Vai
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The Rig:  
Carvin Legacy amp with Legacy 4x12 cab 

FX: 
Jemini distortion, CryBaby Wah Wah, Plug-in delays, 
harmonizing, and reverb. 

Guitar used: 
“Moon”
1987 Jem 777DY SV015
Serial number: 871525

The original guitar used in the sound check jam was Evo but most of 
those parts were replaced using this older Yellow Jem.

My friend, Zack Wiesinger, came into the studio March 17th 2009 and 
told me he saw this old yellow Jem in a pawn shop in Van Nuys. It had 
the pyramid inlay in the neck and although at one time I had one of 
these guitars, I did not have it anymore. I think I gave it away. I used to 
do that a lot. So I purchased this guitar for about 30% of its real value 
and sent it over to Ibanez to get tweaked. It came back playing like a 
dream, so I aptly named the guitar “Moon” and away we went. 

When I got the guitar from the pawn shop there was some stuff still in 
the case from the previous owner. From what I can gather, the previous 
owner was Mike Campbell, guitarist for Taylor Dayne, and he lived in 
New York. This was the info that was written on a piece of paper in the 
guitar case. If this is accurate, Mike, it looks like you put a lot of loving 
miles on this guitar and you’re welcome to use it anytime you like.

I’m glad I got to share my intimate Moon sentiments with this guitar. 
Now it will always be special to me and remind me of those glorious 
warm dreams of Moonbeam ecstasy.

Gear



“Galia” Fender Stratocaster Black Road 
Worn™ 50’s Stratocaster, Maple Fretboard, 
Black SV017 Serial #MZ8195209

“Tay12” Taylor 12-string Acoustic
SV018 Serial #15831

“Angel Hair” Electric Choral Jerry Jones Sitar
SV016 Serial #1088

O t h e r  g u i t a r s  u s e d  f o r  r h y t h m  t r a c k s :

Thanks to Bob Borbonus, Director of Entertainment Relations at Taylor 
Guitars for the spiffy revitalizing job they did on this guitar.
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Images::
Galactic wreckage in "Stephan's Quintet." also known 
as the "Hickson Compact Group 92"
Multiple Generation of Stars in the "Tarantula 
Nebula," also known as "Hodge 301/The Large 
Magellanic Cloud"
Comet Tempel 1, heic5085h
MyCn18 "The Hourglass Nebula"
Photos taken by The Hubble Space telescope


